
 40” Deco Poly Mesh Snowman 

 

Supplies 

1 each of 10, 12 and 14 inch wire wreath forms 

2 ½ rolls of White Deco Poly Mesh 

1 package of White Chenille Stems 

1 Top Hat 8x3 inch 

1 Pine Spray (MC-2253) 

2yds Ribbon 

1 sheet Orange Felt 

4 Grapevine Balls (M6903) 

1 pkg snowflakes (1619-60) 

1 pkg snowflakes (2469-35) 

2 Twig Branches (ISB 37870) 

1 Red Bird pick (1307-16) 

2 Large Buttons (Approx 2 ½ to 3 inch) 

Glue Gun 

Instructions:  

1. Gather the end of the White Deco Poly Mesh and twist tie with a chenille stem on to the 

outer ring of one of your wreath forms. 

2. Go about 8 inches down and gather it again, tiwst tie this onto your outer ring about 

three inches from the previous chenille stem. 

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 until you’ve gone around the enire outside of the wire wreath 

form. 

4. Now you’re going to repeat steps 1 thru 3, but on the inside ring of the wreath form. 



5. Repeat steps 1 thru 4 on your remaining two wreath forms. 

6. Twist tie together with chenille stems your completed wreath forms in the shape of the 

snowman. 

7. Fold your ribbon in half, then wrap it around your hat and glue it in place. 

8. Cut a small piece of your Pine pick and glue it to the ribbon on the hat. 

9. For the nose- take a chenille stem and twist it into a loose cone shape. Use the piece of 

Orange Felt to cover the chenille stem and glue to keep felt secure.  

10. Glue buttons to snowman for the eyes and then glue nose to snowman. 

11. Tie a bow and wrap ribbon around neck then glue. 

12. Glue grapevine balls to the body for the buttons. 

13. Glue the twigs on either side of the snowman for arms. 

14. Glue the Red Bird to one of the arms 

15. Glue snowflakes to the body. 

16. Enjoy your snowman  

 

Be sure to check us out online at: 

www.benfranklinonline.com 

www.pinterest.com/benfranklintn 

www.facebook.com/benfranklinkingsport 
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